[Changes in nucleic acid and protein content in different regions of the brain is rats reared in enriched and impoverished environments].
The content of nucleic acids (DNA and RNA) and proteins in 1 mg of tissue and RNA/DNA and protein/DNA ratio in different brain structures (the neocortex, the hippocampus, the cerebellum, the brain-stem), as well as in the liver was studied in rats at different stages of postnatal ontogenesis (25 to 55 days) in the norm, under ecological deprivation and in an information-enriched medium, involving elaboration of conditioned reflexes. It was shown that intense physiological function of the brain cells in an information-enriched medium is attended with substantial enhancement of the RNA/DNA ratio, i.e. stimulation of transcribing activity of the cells genome. In conditions of ecological deprivation this value at first slightly increases, and the significantly diminishes in all the studied brain structures. Protein content in the nerve tissue is more stable in ontogenesis and changes but slightly at different afferentation levels. No significant changes were observed in any of the studied parameters in the lever tissue.